This article provides a historical overview as to how the medical image analysis and computing field has developed, starting with model-based approaches and then evolving to today's current emphasis on data-driven/deep-learning-based efforts. These concepts are compared, and advantages and disadvantages of each style of work are noted. The authors note that while data-driven, deep-learning approaches often can outperform the more traditional-model-based ideas, the notion of using these techniques in clinical scenarios has led to a number of challenges that are discussed.
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Medical imaging is playing a key role in many clinical applications, ranging from the detection and diagnosis of disease to the planning and monitoring of therapy as well as the guidance of interventions and surgery. Over the past decades, our ability to image the anatomy and function with ever greater spatial (and temporal) resolution has significantly improved. This has led to an increasing need to automatically extract quantitative information from medical images and to analyze and interpret this information. This is critical to support diagnostic and treatment approaches that are appropriately customized to each individual patient, leading to the so-called personalized or individualized medicine [106] . Similarly, the ability to extract quantitative information from medical images is crucial in supporting the efficient analysis of large-scale population studies such as U.K. Biobank [81] , [86] or the German National Cohort [22] . These large-scale population studies image 10 000s of subjects and offer the potential to identify new and tailored strategies for early detection, prediction, and primary prevention of major diseases. However, the traditional analysis of medical images via visual interpretation by human experts is not feasible for such studies.
To support the quantification of clinically useful information from medical images, several steps are necessary. One of the first steps along the imaging pipeline is the acquisition and reconstruction of images. For example, in magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, the scanner acquires data in the k-space domain, and an image must then be reconstructed from the acquired k-space samples. Similarly, in X-ray computed tomography (CT) imaging, the acquired projection data must be reconstructed into an image by inverting the Radon transformation. Once images have been reconstructed from the acquired data, the images are often enhanced before further analysis is carried out. This image enhancement can include a denoising of the image in order to improve its signal-to-noise ratio or the application of image super-resolution techniques in order to boost its spatial (or temporal) resolution. Another form of image enhancement is the registration and fusion of different images (either from different image sequences or different modalities altogether). This enables the integration of structural and functional information. After this, semantic image interpretation is used to answer the following question: what is in this image, and where in the image is it located? In other words, the aim is to locate and segment anatomical structures in the image (e.g., organs). In some applications, it is also of interest to track anatomical structures across time, e.g., the contraction and relaxation of the heart in a cine sequence of cardiac MR images. Once the semantic image interpretation has been completed, it is possible to extract and quantify imaging biomarkers. These imaging biomarkers can be regarded as a measurable indicator of some biological state or condition. Biomarkers are, therefore, a prerequisite to examine normal biological processes (e.g., growth or aging), pathogenic processes, or pharmacological responses to a therapeutic intervention. For example, the volume of a tumor or its shape and texture can be used to characterize the tumor as benign or malignant and to assess whether the tumor is responding to radio-or chemotherapy. In disease diagnosis or prediction, it is important to identify anomalies that may correspond to disease-related pathologies. In an ideal scenario, one would like to predict diseases as early as possible before their onset. This increases the possibility of early treatment and, therefore, improves the outcome for patients.
As mentioned above, the extraction of clinically useful information from medical images is critically dependent on the ability to acquire and analyze medical images, ranging from reconstruction, enhancement, registration, localization, segmentation, and tracking as well as shape and appearance modeling. Many of these medical image computing tasks involve solving an ill-posed problem, e.g., reconstructing or denoising an image. To address these ill-posed problems, traditional approaches are often model-based in order to enable the regularization of the ill-posed problem by incorporating prior knowledge. Often these models are either geometric, physical, or biological models. More recently, data-driven approaches based on machine learning, in particular deep learning, have revolutionized medical imaging, offering superior performance to traditional model-based approaches in many medical imaging tasks. These approaches often do not use an explicit geometric or physical model. Instead, they accumulate information from a very large number of labeled or unlabeled examples into a statistical model that is then used to perform a prediction task such as regression or classification.
The aim of this article is to provide an assessment of the dichotomy between traditional model and data-driven approaches in medical imaging. Our objective is to highlight key trends from the recent past and present and predict future trends. We start by outlining some of the most commonly used model-based approaches that have been traditionally deployed in medical imaging. We then compare and contrast these to more recent data-driven approaches that use less domain-specific knowledge than their model-based counterparts but often outperform them. We discuss both approaches in terms of performance (robustness, accuracy, and speed) as well as in terms of clinical utility (interpretability and explainability). We also examine some of the main challenges for purely data-driven machine learning approaches. We then outline how model-based and data-driven approaches are likely to converge in the future to address some of these challenges. Finally, we discuss the implications of this for medical imaging, in particular how these approaches may lead to the development of more closely coupled imaging pipelines that are optimized in an end-to-end fashion, offering the potential to revolutionize the field of medical imaging.
II. M E T H O D S
All steps of the medical imaging pipeline typically make extensive use of models. In this article, we define the term model in a very general fashion, in the sense that it provides a transformation of input (data) into the desired output. For example, in image reconstruction, the model helps to transform the acquired sensor data into an image, in image registration, the model is used to relate two images (inputs) via a transformation (output), and in image segmentation, the model is used to transform an image in which each pixel corresponds to an intensity value, into a semantic segmentation where each pixel has a label corresponding to an organ, anatomical structure, or pathology. In diagnosis, the model helps to map Vol. 108 image-derived features and biomarkers to a diagnostic label.
A. Types of Models
In medicine and biology, models are often categorized into mechanistic models and phenomenological (statistical) models [10] . In mechanistic models, a hypothesized relationship between the input and the output is specified in terms of a mathematical, physical, or biological process typically governed by a small number of parameters. By contrast, a phenomenological model seeks to use a generic statistical model to discover a hypothesized relationship between the input and the output. In other words, the aim is to seek statistical relationships and correlations between inputs and outputs.
The following list describes some of the most commonly used models in medical imaging.
1) Generic models. a) Mathematical models. b) Biological or physics-based models.
2) Probabilistic models. a) Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). b) Graphical models, including Markov random fields (MRFs) and conditional random fields (CRFs).
3) Population-based models. For the purposes of this article, we refer to generic models, probabilistic models, and population-based models as traditional model-based approaches, whereas learning-based models (shallow or deep) are referred to as data-driven approaches.
B. Model Fitting
In order to apply models to medical images, we typically fit our model to the data. This is traditionally achieved by solving an optimization problem where one minimizes a loss function (also called cost function or energy). The function usually consists of
(1)
The first term D is typically referred to as data fidelity term and measures how well the model instantiated by the parameters φ and the unobserved data x explains the observed data y (e.g., sensor or imaging data). The second term R is a regularization term that expresses prior knowledge with respect to the parameters of the model. In traditional model-based approaches, the model fitting is performed individually for each image via the optimization of the model parameters. In contrast to this, in machine learning approaches, the model is optimized during the training stage for all images in the training set. When the machine learning model is then applied to new images (testing stage or inference), the model can be simply evaluated without any need for further optimization. As a result, machine learning models are slow during training but extremely fast during their application.
In the following, we briefly review different model-based approaches for a range of medical image computing tasks. Many of these approaches can be characterized based on the types of models that they employ for the respective tasks.
C. Image Reconstruction
Image reconstruction is a crucial step in MR, CT, positron emission tomography (PET), single-photon emission tomography (SPECT), and ultrasound imaging. It enables the transformation of information acquired by the imaging sensor from the sensor domain into the image domain so that it can be visually interpreted. In many cases, the transformation from the image domain to the sensor domain can be characterized by a well-understood mathematical forward model
where x represents the image one would like to recover, A represents the transformation from the image domain to the sensor domain, y represents the sensor measurements, and represents the measurement noise. The goal of image reconstruction is the recovery of the image x from the measured sensor data y. For CT, A can be largely modeled as a Radon transformation, while for MR imaging, A is given by a Fourier transformation. During the image reconstruction, the forward model A must be inverted, which can be challenging in cases where the sensor data are undersampled, affected by noise or sensor imperfections. In this case, an analytic solution to the inverse problem may not exist. For example, in MR imaging, it is often desirable to use acquisitions that undersample in the sensor domain (the so-called k-space that represents the Fourier-encoded version of the image in the frequency domain) in order to acquire the image faster. In this case, the image can no longer be fully recovered by applying the inverse Fourier transformation.
Assuming that the noise is normally distributed, a common approach is to recover x by solving the following least squares problem:
Here the sum-of-squared difference (SSD) measures the difference between the forward model and the measured data [and thus is equivalent to the data fidelity term D in (1)]. However, solving for x is usually an ill-posed problem, so it is common to add a regularization term R to the problem x = arg min
A common choice for the regularization term is the total variation norm of the reconstructed image, i.e., R = ||∇x||1. This enforces a sparse set of gradients in the reconstructed image as the regularization term favors images with piecewise constant image intensities. However, this regularization does not always capture the intensity variations that naturally occur in medical images, so other regularization models are also often used.
One very successful class of image reconstruction approaches are based on the theory of compressed sensing (CS), which provides strong theoretical guarantees in regard to the recovery of image x [30] , [76] . In these CS approaches, the model used for regularization is typically based on the assumption that the image to be recovered is sparse in some domain. This holds for images that can be compressed with little or no loss of perceptual image quality. Note that the assumption of sparsity does not need to hold directly for the image itself (even though some images may be naturally sparse, e.g., MR angiography) but for the image after a suitably chosen transform of the image into some other domain. This transform of the image is often chosen to be a wavelet or discrete cosine transform or the TV-norm operator [76] . Another alternative is to learn adaptively the sparsifying transformation in order to optimally exploit the redundancy in the data [91] , e.g., by using dictionaries of local image patches.
In all of the above-mentioned approaches, A represents the forward model of the imaging process and thus encodes the prior knowledge about the image reconstruction problem to be solved, and R encodes the prior knowledge about the expected solution. For example, in the case of undersampled, single-coil MR images, the forward model can be described as A(x) = SFx, where F denotes the Fourier transformation and S denotes the undersampling mask. During the optimization, the forward model is used in order to evaluate how well the model explains the observed data.
More data-driven approaches relax the assumption that the model used for regularization (e.g., total variation) is rather generic and thus cannot be dynamically adapted to the application. Instead, more data-driven approaches can learn the regularization model. For example, instead of assuming that the reconstructed image can be characterized by a piecewise constant function, one can learn a data-driven model Φ (e.g., a CNN [66] ) of how the reconstructed image is likely to look [111] x = arg min
where A * is the adjoint operator. For example, in MR image reconstruction, A * (x) yields the zero-filled reconstruction of the undersampled k-space, i.e., a reconstruction in form of an aliased image. An alternative to learning the regularization is to learn the iterative optimization, i.e., model fitting, directly [46] , [96] . An example of a deep neural network for the reconstruction of dynamic MR images [96] is shown in Fig. 1 . Here the iterative optimization process is unrolled into a deep cascade neural network.
Another strategy is to learn the mapping between the sensor domain and the resulting images through an entirely data-driven approach. One such as approach is AUTOMAP [122] , which aims directly to estimate the transformation from the sensor domain to the image domain without any explicit knowledge of the mapping between the two domains. This is achieved by formulating the reconstruction problem as a supervised learning problem where the mapping is learned entirely using training data.
D. Image Registration
Image registration typically follows image reconstruction and addresses the problem of patient motion or repositioning between different scans. Registration is often used to fuse images of the same patient acquired from different imaging systems, such as MR and CT. This enables the integration and analysis of complementary information (e.g., structural and functional information). Image registration is also widely used to detect subtle structural or functional, disease, or therapy-induced changes in serial imaging of the same patient over time. Another important application of registration is image guidance during surgical interventions, which requires mapping of the preoperative to the intraoperative scene to enhance the information available during interventions. Finally, image registration is also a popular exploratory tool for comparing the anatomy or function between cohorts of patients or volunteers [5] , [38] , to further the understanding of disease processes across a population [53] , or to obtain more generic models of normal or abnormal development [54] .
Registration describes the process of geometric, anatomical, metabolic, or other functional alignment of two or more images, achieved via an optimization process that minimizes a cost function describing a data dissimilarity between the images, based on their intensities, extracted Vol. 108, No. 1, January 2020 | PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 113 features, or distances of anatomical landmarks or other markers; and a regularization cost that enforces the transformation to be well-behaved, thus avoiding physiologically inconsistent mappings from one image to another.
Putting this into a model fitting context, the transformation T describes the model to be fitted to the data (the images) using a registration cost function. The process of image registration is then defined as an optimization of transformation parameters φ with respect to the cost function, aiming to align an image x to a reference image y
where the data fidelity term D describes the dissimilarity between the observed image y and the transformed version of image x, namely, T (x, φ), and the regularization term R of the mapping parameters φ allows to incorporate prior knowledge about the smoothness of the transformation or other desirable properties of the mapping. In the following, we will link these traditionally model-driven registration concepts to more recent advances in data-driven strategies for image registration. There is a significant amount of work on developing and testing suitable versions of image similarity terms defining D for intensity-based registration, ranging from SSDs or cross correlation for single-modality registration, over mutual information [77] , [116] and its normalized version [104] specifically developed for multimodality registration applications, to more generic, modality-independent measures such as proposed in [50] . In the simplest case of SSD, akin to the data consistency term commonly used for image reconstruction, and using no regularization (e.g., for a rigid-body transformation), the optimization can be formulated as
The similarity measures described above make specific assumptions about the relationship between image intensities from the relevant scanning systems, including noise models, local or global intensity distributions, and the presence of intensity-derived features, inherently forming a prior to be used for the registration task at hand. An alternative approach is to infer a measure of image similarity directly from the images, using a larger, preregistered image database. This is often referred to as metric learning. An example for similarity metric learning is presented in [19] , which developed a method for cross-modality metric learning using a similarity-sensitive hashing method, starting from a database of perfectly aligned T1/T2 weighted MR image pairs, and then learning from positive and negative pairs of local image patches. Such an approach is only possible if registered data are available. In the T1/T2 MR case, these data are inherently registered, rendering the need for registration somewhat obsolete; but for MR/CT cases, perfect registrations are not normally available, making it difficult to provide the necessary training data. Another important aspect of image registration is the transformation model, which traditionally contains a strong prior for the expected types of motion. For example, a rigid-body transformation may be described by six degrees of freedom, {tx, ty, tz, α, β, γ}, i.e., three translations and three rotation angles. For more complex motions or deformations, compact parametric transformation models such as free-form deformations using B-splines [93] have become very popular due to their easy manipulation and inherent smoothness properties, which are desirable in many, though not all medical imaging applications. Alternatively, deformations can be densely defined at the pixel or voxel level, ranging from optical-flow type methods based on the seminal work of [52] to the family of demons using stationary velocity fields and enforcing diffeomorphic mappings that avoid folding of the deformation field [108] , with many variants existing, such as enforcing incompressibility of tissue deformation during motion tracking [79] , symmetry of deformations [75] , or allowing for very large deformations without causing tissue tearing [73] . Other prominent methods include large diffeomor-phic distance metric mapping (LDDMM) [14] , DARTEL [4] , or SyN [7] . All these methods either have built-in regularization constraints offered by the mathematical formulation of the optimization or directly regularize the deformation field or its updates. Such explicit regularizers range from applying the Laplacian to the deformation parameters φ, i.e., R = ∇ 2 φ, to more complex, locally adaptive regularization methods such as bilateral filters that allow to model locally discontinuous motion, which is relevant at sliding organ interfaces such as the lung surfaces [85] .
Recently, more data-driven techniques based on deep learning for image registration have emerged, which combine the concepts of the traditional registration cost function with learning and predicting the transformation parameters using a CNN approach. These are commonly starting off from reformulating the traditional registration cost function as a loss function that needs to be minimized as part of the CNN training
where the loss function L of a CNN can be formulated as
featuring again a data fidelity term D and a regularization term R operating on the image pair (x, y) and the transformation parameters φ. Using the basic concept of a loss function, deep learning registration approaches can be categorized either as supervised, starting from a training set of registered images whose transformation parameters are known, or as unsupervised, directly learning the transformation parameters from unregistered pairs of images. Early examples using fully data-driven or deep-learning approaches include optical flow estimation approaches such as DeepFlow [113] or FlowNet [31] . While Deep-Flow presents a matching algorithm that builds upon a multistage architecture akin to CNNs using an explicit variational framework, FlowNet and its derivatives are directly based on (stacked) CNN architectures. For example, two sequentially adjacent input images can be stacked together and fed through the network to learn their spatial relationships. SpyNet [90] is a pyramidal, coarseto-fine, and more lightweight variant of FlowNet, with fewer hyper-parameters needed for optimization. Broadly following these optical flow approaches, the Quicksilver method [119] is based on LDDMM [14] , involving a deep regression model for predicting transformation parameters φ using image appearances, starting from LDDMM estimations for image patches as an initialization.
Unsupervised approaches that do not rely on preregistered training data include the deep learning image registration (DLIR) framework [28] , applied to cardiac and chest imaging, and the VoxelMorph method [11] and its diffeomorphic extension [27] , applied to brain MR imaging. Similar approaches have been proposed for cardiac motion tracking. The method proposed in [87] performs cardiac image segmentation and motion tracking simultaneously, while [65] proposes a CNN-based model to derive a probabilistic motion model from sequences of cardiac MR images.
For many of these approaches, a key component is the concept of spatial transformer networks presented in [56] . Spatial transformers are a neural network module that can be inserted into other neural network architectures, as a means to spatially transform feature maps. Most importantly, they allow for a large number of classes of transformations. Inserted as a spatial transform layer to the registration network, unsupervised end-to-end learning is accomplished, achieving similar accuracy in intersubject brain MR registration to traditional image registration methods such as those benchmarked in [61] , but with significant speedup. In [117] , the concept of spatial transformers was successfully applied as a cotransformer network to simultaneously align fetal MR and ultrasound images to a common space. Finally, adversarial attacks using generative adversarial networks (GANs) [42] have been exploited in [34] to develop a framework that connects a registration network and a discrimination network with a deformable transformation layer, using feedback from the discrimination network in lieu of an explicit similarity measure.
The data-driven approaches for medical image registration share many commonalities with model-based approaches, in which they tend to have a cost (or loss) function, with a data fidelity (similarity) term and some form of regularization. Training of registration networks commonly involves iterations akin to traditional registration optimization, which can extend to one-shot registration at run-time after training. Training data typically still need to reflect the range of expected transformations and image modalities, as well as the variability of anatomy and patho-physiology. While deep learning approaches start to approach, and in some cases even exceed, the accuracy of conventional image registration, their key advantage is their computational speed, paving the way for online registration and subsequent, potentially integrated image analysis tasks.
E. Image Segmentation
Semantic image segmentation is a crucial task in many medical imaging applications. In this domain, nearly all successful approaches have been model-based. This is due to the fact that image segmentation is often a challenging problem complicated by image-related noise and artifacts as well as morphological variability of the anatomy. This means that the semantic segmentation of an image is an ill-posed problem, and models are used to regularize the segmentation and to encode prior knowledge about the intensity distribution of anatomical regions as well as their Vol. 108, No. 1, January 2020 | PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 115 shapes. One of the earliest models used for medical image segmentation is the so-called deformable models [80] that impose generic smoothness priors on the shape of the objects (or organs) of interest. These deformable models use ideas from geometry (e.g., splines) to efficiently represent organ shape while the shape constraints employed as well as the model fitting process are inspired by physics.
In contrast to approaches that model the shape of organs using geometry-or physics-based models, probabilistic models aim to model the intensity distribution within organs and in the surrounding structures. One of the most successful approaches for modeling intensity distributions is based on GMMs. One of the earliest applications of GMMs uses prior knowledge of intensity distributions and bias field (as caused by the B0 inhomogeneity of the MR scanner) to segment brain MR images [115] . Here the GMM is fitted to the image data using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. While this GMM uses prior knowledge about the intensity distribution, it does not use any prior information about the shape of the organs of interest. In [68] , a probabilistic atlas is registered to the image to be segmented and defines a voxelwise prior probability about the organs or tissue of interest. In addition, an MRF is used to further regularize the segmentation in the presence of image noise. In addition, it is possible to jointly carry out registration and segmentation in a unified probabilistic framework [6] .
A probabilistic atlas typically encodes information about the average shape of organs/tissues across a large population. However, during the construction of the probabilistic atlas, details of the variations of the shapes are lost due to the averaging of shape information. Instead of using probabilistic atlases, Cootes et al. [24] proposed the idea of active shape models that learn the natural shape variation via a statistical shape model. This statistical shape model is derived from a set of aligned training shapes, which are analyzed using techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) to build a parameterized, low-dimensional representation of the shape variation in the training set. As the statistical shape model is derived from a set of example or training shapes, this approach can be viewed as an early machine learning-based approach. However, in contrast to more recent machine learning-based approaches that perform segmentation as a classification or prediction task, the segmentation is here performed by fitting the learned shape model to image data via an iterative optimization approach. These statistical models can also be extended to learn not only shape but also appearance [23] .
Instead of building statistical shape and appearance models, it is also possible to use the training shapes/images as individual atlases that are then combined into multiatlas segmentation approaches [1] , [48] . Here each individual atlas is registered to the target image using nonrigid image registration. The shapes or labels from the atlas can then be transferred onto the target image. However, each atlas registration is likely to introduce small segmentation errors that are caused by errors in the registration and in the annotations in the atlas. Assuming that these errors are uncorrelated, it is possible to combine these imperfect segmentations into a high-quality segmentation using ideas from classifier fusion [3] , [110] .
More recently, data-driven approaches have dominated the area of medical image segmentation. As mentioned above, these approaches treat the segmentation task as a dense classification or prediction task. They do not use an explicit model to encode a priori information about the shapes and intensity distributions. Instead, the a priori information is implicitly encoded by examples that are used during training. Early approaches have used SVMs [25] for segmentation, in particular for the segmentation of brain tumors [12] or for the segmentation of the cartilage of the knee [121] in multimodal MR images. Other machine learning approaches that have been successfully used for segmentation include k-nearest neighbor classifiers, e.g., for brain tissue segmentation [109] , [112] . Many of these classification approaches use rather simple pixelwise or voxelwise intensity features to perform segmentation and thus often rely on the use of multispectral intensity information or anatomical priors such as probabilistic atlases for robust performance. Some of the most successful classical machine learning approaches for image segmentation are based on random or decision forests [26] . In contrast to the previous machine learning approaches, random forests allow the use of very large feature sets for each voxel (e.g., Haar-based features) as they perform feature selection and learning at the same time. Different variants of random forests have been successfully used for a wide range of tasks such as brain tumor segmentation [123] and abdominal organ segmentation [82] .
However, the most successful segmentation approaches to date are based on deep neural networks, in particular CNNs. Several different CNN architectures have been proposed for this, including fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [74] , the U-Net architecture [92] , and the DeepMedic architecture [59] (as shown in Fig. 2) . A key ingredient for the success of CNNs is the fact that these approaches no longer require hand-engineered features (in contrast to classical machine learning approaches). Instead, the features are trainable and are learned directly from the training samples. There are numerous examples of the successful application of CNNs for semantic image segmentation, including for cardiac segmentation [8] , [107] as well as brain tumor or lesion segmentation [47] , [59] . These deep learning approaches generally outperform traditional model-based approaches not only in terms of segmentation accuracy but also in terms of computational speed: while the training of these models is computationally expensive, the application of the models to new images at inference time is usually very fast and efficient since no iterative model fitting is required. While most CNN-based approaches for semantic segmentation do not use any regularization in order to constrain the segmentation, approaches have been proposed, which use CRF [59] or learned shape priors [84] to constrain the segmentation.
F. Image Interpretation
Model-based approaches are frequently used for image classification, e.g., to identify whether a patient's anatomy contains pathologies or not. Many of these approaches model the geometry of the patient's organs and then use shape analysis techniques [18] to perform classification. Often, these techniques analyze the geometry of the object surface by decomposing the shape into a set of basis function. One example of this is the work in [105] which identifies shape variations in the hippocampus that are characteristics of schizophrenia. Alternatively, it is possible to analyze the organ shapes using a statistical shape model. These statistical shape models are similar to the model used for image segmentation [24] and yield a parameterization of the shape of the organ of interest in terms of the modes of variation [72] that can then be used for classification or prediction.
Atlas-based models can also be used for classification. These approaches compare individual subjects or groups to a population atlas, either in terms segmentation (e.g., voxel-based morphometry [5] ) or in terms of deformations required to deform the image into the atlas configuration (e.g., deformation-or tensor-based morphometry [38] ). Both approaches have been used successfully for the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease [62] , [64] .
More recently, machine learning (in particular deep learning) approaches have dominated attempts to perform classification of images with the purpose of disease diagnosis [16] , [89] . Many of these approaches use the image intensities directly without any explicit feature extraction. Instead, these approaches use CNNs, often with architectures similar to the VGG network [102] that has been successfully used in many image classification tasks such as ImageNet. Such deep neural networks cannot only be used for disease classification but also for detecting anatomical structures [29] , identifying the correct scan plane in fetal ultrasound images [13] , detecting image artifacts in cardiac MR images [83] , or assessing the image quality in fetal ultrasound images [118] . Finally, similar approaches can also be used for clinical decision support [2] , [33] , [35] or for the prediction of patient survival [15] .
III. C H A L L E N G E S A N D D I R E C T I O N S F O R F U T U R E W O R K
The use of model-based approaches in medical imaging has led to a number of breakthroughs over the past decades. More recently, the use of data-driven models has significantly increased as they outperform traditional model-based approaches both in terms of accuracy and speed. However, traditional model-based approaches often offer other advantages, e.g., in terms of generalization, robustness, interpretation, and validation. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of either type of approaches are outlined in Table 1 . In the following, we highlight some of the key requirements for the successful adoption of both traditional as well as data-driven models in clinical practice. We also discuss some of the open challenges and opportunities for future work in more detail.
A. Performance and Robustness
Given a data set with available ground truth, one can evaluate the performance of model-based approaches by computing the accuracy metric that is appropriate for the specific task (e.g., in the case of image reconstruction, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), or in the case of image segmentation, the Dice metric). In machine learning, the accuracy of a model is also often referred to as model bias as it measures the difference between the model's prediction and the correct solution. However, the term bias can be misleading because it has different connotations in other areas, such as medicine and law.
A second useful metric is the model precision, which measures the variability of the model's prediction for a given input, assuming that a different data set was used to optimize the model's parameters or hyperparameters. Both of these quantities are useful to characterize the quality of models in general. For example, low accuracy indicates underfitting, i.e., the model is unable to accurately predict the desired output. This can indicate that the model is not sufficiently complex to capture the underlying patterns of the data. On the other hand, a low precision indicates overfitting, i.e., the model is modeling the data as well as noise or overly complex data points.
In terms of accuracy, data-driven models often outperform traditional model-based approaches. For example, as we have seen earlier in image segmentation, nearly all state-of-the-art methods are based on data-driven deep learning techniques that often outperform other approaches by a significant margin. On the other hand, in traditional model-based approaches, the model complexity is often limited, and the model complexity of deep learning models is often significantly higher. However, a higher model complexity is also associated with a significantly large number of model parameters. Thus, deep learning models typically require very large training data sets in order to optimize the model parameters. At the same time, deep learning models with a large number of model parameters often overfit the training data, leading to poor performance away from the training data. This is in contrast to other model-based approaches that either require no training data or significantly fewer number of training examples.
Therefore, a common challenge for data-driven approaches is to build models that provide high performance but also high robustness. As mentioned before, the number of model parameters plays a crucial role here, but other factors also contribute to determining performance and robustness. For example, in deep learning Vol. 108, No. 1, January 2020 | PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 117 models, these factors include the number and type of layers (e.g., convolution, pooling, and fully connected layers), the ordering of layers, and the hyperparameters for each type of layer (e.g., the number of filters, the filter size, and stride). The number of possible choices makes the design space of deep neural networks architectures extremely large and difficult for exhaustive exploration. Thus, their design requires significant human expertise and computational effort. Recent approaches try to tackle this challenge through the automatic design of neural networks using techniques such as reinforcement learning [9] .
B. Generalization Ability
Another important aspect of model-based approaches is their ability to generalize. In medical imaging, the generalization ability is typically defined in terms of how well the model can deal with unexpected variations in the input data. These variations can be caused by images acquired across a wide range of scanners from different vendors and with different characteristics (e.g., different magnetic field strengths), different sequences (e.g., T1, T2, etc.), and different types of image noise (e.g., Gaussian, Rician, or Poisson distributed noise) or artifacts (e.g., B0 inhomogeneity in MRI or streaking in CT). In addition, there is a significant variation across patients' anatomies across a population as well as the potential presence of pathology. Traditional model-based approaches can deal with such variations well if these are included in the model assumptions. However, the violation of the model assumptions can lead to poor generalization ability. Data-driven approaches have the advantage that no explicit assumption about noise, artifacts, or anatomical or pathological variations has to be modeled. However, they entirely depend on the training data being representative of the noise, artifacts, and patient variability that can be encountered during deployment.
The key challenge of generalization is directly linked to the transfer of knowledge across multiple situations or domains. A good model should be able to generalize well and thus should be able to transfer knowledge across different domains. For traditional model-based approaches, this is true as long as the model assump- Table 1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Traditional Model-Based and Data-Driven Approaches tions (or prior knowledge) are general enough to also be valid for each new domain. In contrast to traditional model-based approaches that explicitly encode the prior knowledge, data-driven approaches derive their prior knowledge purely from the training data (also called the source domain). It is often more difficult to assess how representative the training set is of the data that will be encountered in a new domain (also called the target domain). For example, a segmentation model might have been exclusively trained on data from the source domain, e.g., MR images acquired from MR scanners with a field strength of 1.5T, but the model is then deployed on a different target domain, e.g., images from MR scanners with a field strength of 3T. The shift in the distribution of the input data across the two domains is likely to cause a model to fail on the target domain.
One strategy to deal with this challenge is to retrain the model from scratch for each new target domain. However, this requires a large amount of annotated data for the target domain and thus is often impractical. An alternative strategy is to use transfer learning that aims to use a model that has been pretrained in the source domain in order to refine the model using small amounts of data from the target domain. In the arena of deep neural networks, it has been shown that such strategies outperform training neural networks from scratch [99] and can be used to deal with variability across imaging sequences [39] . A disadvantage of conventional transfer learning approaches is that they still require some annotated data from the target domain. Alternatively, it is possible to use adversarial learning approaches [43] in order to force deep neural networks to learn features that are domain invariant and thus generalize well to new domains [51] , [58] .
C. Safety
In addition to being accurate, robust, and generalizable, model-based solutions need to be resilient and safe. This leads to the challenge on how to formally verify the correctness of a model. While at least some traditional models can be verified in a formal setting (i.e., the correctness of the model can be proved or disproved with respect to a certain formal specification), this verification is much more challenging for data-driven models such as neural networks [70] , especially in a formal setting. Instead of using formal verification, recent approaches have focused on adversarial attacks on neural networks. These attacks work by attempting to modify the input in such a way that the output changes away from the desired output. In the context of images, this requires perturbations such as the addition of a "noise-like" intensity pattern. Such adversarial attacks were first convincingly demonstrated in [43] . One remarkable aspect of these attacks is the fact that the perturbations that are required to be added to the image to successfully attack the model are often very small and visually hard to perceive. It has been demonstrated that this also applies to the medical imaging domain [37] . More recently, advances have been made in the area of providing guarantees about the performance and robustness of neural networks [60] . Automated reasoning techniques have been proposed by several researchers in order to close the gap between neural networks and applications requiring formal guarantees about their behavior. A summary of existing approaches for the automated verification of neural networks can be found in [70] .
D. Transparency
Another important challenge is related to the transparency of model-based solutions to allow users to understand their capabilities as well as their limitations. In traditional model-based approaches, these capabilities and limitations can often be derived from the underlying explicit model. However, data-driven approaches often use implicit (or the so-called black-box) models. These black-box models are defined by the mathematical model of the machine learning algorithm being used (e.g., a deep neural network). However, these are very complex mathematical models that often have a very large number of parameters, making it difficult to interpret these parameters or to predict the model's behavior, i.e., when applied to unseen data. In addition to predicting the model's behavior, it is often desirable to understand the model's behavior, e.g., why the model fails when applied to one image but not on another image.
Most of the approaches that focus on making deep neural networks more interpretable aim to provide some form of saliency map [101] , [103] that highlights which regions in the image are important for a classification decision. An alternative strategy is to use a so-called attention mechanism that automatically learns to focus on target structures of interest. This can also be used to improve the performance of deep neural networks in tasks such as classification and segmentation [97] . Other approaches focus on visualizing the filters learned by deep neural networks [120] , identifying important features [100] or reconstructing images from features learned by the deep neural network [78] .
While the interpretability of models is important from a technical point of view, the ability to explain the output of models is even more important in the context of certain applications. As a result, there is a growing interest in explainable machine learning models, even though the field is still in its infancy [45] . This importance also increases with the level of autonomy with which the models are deployed in clinical settings. For example, one may use deep neural networks to predict the segmentation of a brain tumor in an MR image. This segmentation can be visually assessed by a radiologist to verify the accuracy of the output of the model. Here, the model is deployed in an assistive fashion, i.e., the radiologist can intervene and take corrective action. However, if one uses a model for the diagnosis or prediction of diseases, it becomes more difficult to judge the trustworthiness of the model-derived solution. In order for the user (i.e., the clinician) to be able to assess the trustworthiness, it becomes critical to be able to explain the output of the model. A particular challenge is that deep learning models, such as CNNs, often make overconfident predictions with poor generalization on unseen data [49] . To account for this, recent approaches propose solutions that learn explicit uncertainty measures that capture the confidence of the system in the predicted output [40] . Such measures of uncertainty can then be used for improving diagnostic performance, e.g., by referring cases with the most uncertain decisions for further inspection by a human expert [69] .
A related challenge is that of bias and fairness. For example, a data-driven model that predicts outcome or survival from medical images (e.g., [15] ) may be trained with data containing certain population characteristics (e.g., ethnicity or gender) and thus be only accurate if applied to patients with the same characteristics. However, a particular problem is that such a bias may often be hidden in the data that have been used to develop these models, and thus may be quite hard to detect. From a technical point of view, the bias can be addressed via transfer learning approaches that have been already mentioned earlier. Even with the bias correctly identified, it may be difficult to address the causes of the bias. For example, it may be logistically difficult or economically costly to acquire additional training data for the target domain. This raises the challenge of ensuring the fairness of these solutions and how this fairness can be measured and assessed. This is an active area of research, in particular in machine learning [32] , [44] , [114] .
E. Data
A key ingredient for data-driven approaches is the data available for training the machine learning models. In practice, the amount of data available during the development of the model is often limited. At the same time, the objective assessment of model accuracy requires the separation of the available data set into training, validation, and test sets in order to measure the model performance. The training set is used to determine the optimal parameters of the model. This is typically achieved by minimizing the loss function of the model on the training data. The validation data set is then used to provide an unbiased estimate of the quality of the model that has been trained on the training data set. By assessing the final model quality on the validation data set, it is possible to tune the model's hyperparameters. Finally, the optimized model must be evaluated on the test set (or holdout data set) in order to obtain a final unbiased estimate of the model quality. Care has to be taken to avoid cross-contamination between the different splits of the data set.
In many cases, the available data are split repeatedly into different training, validation, and tests, enabling the use of cross-validation to not only estimate the accuracy but also the precision of the solution. A common approach uses nested cross-validation with an inner loop optimizing the model's hyperparameters, while the outer loop evaluates the performance of the model with its optimal hyperparameters. This allows for the estimation of the variance of the model quality. Furthermore, if the model is stable, its hyperparameters should be the same across all runs of the outer loop. It is important to note that techniques such as cross-validation and bootstrapping can, in some cases, fail to produce accurate estimates of a model's accuracy [63] .
As mentioned earlier, the amount of data available during model development is often limited. There are several reasons for this: one key factor is the amount of work required to annotate large amounts of medical imaging data. Since most current data-driven approaches rely on supervised machine learning approaches, the availability of annotated data is still a bottleneck for many applications. There are numerous approaches currently being developed to reduce the reliance of detailed annotations, e.g., by exploiting weakly labeled data [36] , [88] .
Another factor that limits the amount of data available for training models relates to the challenges associated with data sharing and privacy concerns. This is particularly important in the medical domain where images and associated clinical data contain highly sensitive and personal information. Once such data have left the hospital setting, the appropriate sharing, and use of the data is very hard to control, leading to a reluctance of healthcare providers and patients to surrender control of these data. Technical solutions to this challenge, which have recently attracted interest, include approaches such as federated learning. Federated learning is a distributed machine learning approach that enables model training on a large corpus of decentralized data [17] . A successful example of federated learning applied to medical image segmentation can be found in [98] . Other approaches that use learning with differential privacy [95] or learning with encrypted data [41] , but to the best of our knowledge, neither has been applied in the context of medical imaging.
IV. D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N
In this article, we have reviewed model-based as well as data-driven strategies for medical image computing. Even though the distinction between model-based and data-driven strategies is somewhat arbitrary, both strategies differ in terms of how they define models. While traditional model-based approaches explicitly define mathematical, physical, statistical, or probabilistic models that are used to solve a specific task, data-driven strategies such as deep learning often use complex black-box models with millions of trainable parameters.
The introduction of deep learning models has revolutionized the field of medical image computing. In nearly all problem domains ranging from image reconstruction, segmentation, and registration to interpretation,
Fig. 3. In the current medical imaging paradigm, the process from image acquisition, reconstruction to analysis and interpretation, and finally clinical diagnosis is an entirely serial process. A future paradigm of medical imaging offers the potential for a fully integrated, end-to-end optimized pipeline that is optimal for clinical decision making.
the current best performing state of the art is based on deep neural networks. As mentioned in the previous section, the availability of data is critical for the success of deep learning approaches. Recently, several very large image databases without annotations (e.g., U.K. Biobank [81] , [86] ) as well as large image databases with annotations (e.g., CheXpert [55] or DeepLesion [57] ) have become available. At the same time, medical image databases with expert annotations are still at least one order of magnitude smaller than comparable databases in computer vision, e.g., ImageNet [94] or MS-COCO [71] . It seems clear that the availability of similar very-large-scale medical image databases with expert annotations has the potential to boost the performance of deep learning approaches in medical imaging even further. In addition to offering superior performance to traditional model-based approaches, deep learning approaches also offer significant speedups at run-time, making clinical deployment more realistic. A disadvantage of deep learning approaches is that they often do not generalize well beyond data that are very similar to the training data. In particular, the generalization ability of deep learning approaches is difficult to predict, often leading to failures during the clinical deployment.
At the same time, deep learning approaches are often very versatile so that the same neural network architecture can be used for different purposes. For example, this means that a deep neural network with the same decoder/encoder architecture (e.g., U-Net [20] , [92] ) can be used for a variety of tasks such as image reconstruction, denoising, and segmentation. This makes the development of prototypes for new medical imaging applications faster than traditional model-based approaches that often require a significant amount of hand-crafted engineering by the developer. In addition, deep learning models can be trained in an end-to-end fashion. This offers a number of advantages: for example, instead of defining image features that may be useful for image segmentation by hand, deep neural networks can learn the optimal feature representation at the same time as learning how to infer a segmentation from the features.
It is also worthwhile to note that approaches that can be trained end to end may offer the potential in the future to change significantly the way medical imaging is performed. The current process of making clinical decisions based on medical imaging is essential sequentially (see Fig. 3, top) : first, the sensor data are acquired by the image acquisition device (e.g., an MR scanner). Then an image is reconstructed from the sensor data. The resulting image is then analyzed, e.g., by performing image segmentation, in order to extract quantitative information for clinical decision making. This process is entirely serial with no feedback between the different stages of the medical imaging pipeline. This serial nature provides limited ability for adjustment of the upstream imaging pipeline based on downstream requirements and means that the different stages of imaging pipeline are not necessarily optimal for clinical decision making. For example, in a neurological imaging study, the image quality may not be sufficient for the clinical endpoint, e.g., assessing Vol. 108, No. 1, January 2020 | PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 121 hippocampal atrophy. The end-to-end nature of deep learning approaches offers the potential to develop a future imaging pipeline where each stage of the imaging pipeline is closely coupled and can provide upstream and downstream feedback. This may enable the development of an integrated imaging pipeline that is optimized for the desired clinical endpoint (see Fig. 3 , bottom) in an end-toend fashion.
Finally, despite the recent successes of data-driven approaches, it is likely that the combination of data-driven and traditional model-based approaches is required to overcome some of the challenges that have been discussed in the previous section. In particular, with respect to challenges such as generalizability, explainability, and data efficiency, it is likely that the combination of traditional model-and data-driven approaches will lead to future advances. Several approaches have already demonstrated that priors in the form of anatomical models can significantly improve the performance of applications such as segmentation [21] , [67] or superresolution reconstruction [84] .
